Cell Culture. Glass-bottom dishes (35-mm) were purchased from MatTek (Ashland, MA). Cell culture media, fetal bovine serum, 0.25% trypsin-EDTA, Dulbecco's phosphate-buffered saline (DPBS) (2.67 mM potassium chloride, 1.47 mM potassium phosphate monobasic, 137 mM sodium chloride, 8.06 mM sodium phosphate dibasic.), and other chemical reagents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). The generation of HeLa cells stably expressing GFP-NFAT has previously been described.
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200 ps. The production MD simulations were performed under NPT conditions for 20 ns, and the final trajectory was used to determine the bound ligand conformation, hydrogen bond patterns, average distance, and RMSD. The solvent accessible surface area (SASA) of VIVIT and ZIZITcisPro peptides was calculated using the vmd sasa plugin 11 and averaged over the 20 ns CNbound MD simulation; the resulting value is reported as the SASA value.
The initial CN/ZIZIT-cisPro complex was prepared through editing an existing crystal structure of CN bound to VIVIT (pdbID: 2P6B) by using the "Build Structure" functionality in UCSF Chimera. The additional atoms of the modified residues, 2,2-dimethylthiazolidine and tert-glycine, were incorporated using the bond lengths and angles specified in amber99 for the initial spatial coordinates. Parameterization of the modified residues was performed via antechamber with parameters from the General Amber Force Field (GAFF) in AmberTools13 to generate a set of values that would be consistent with the Amber03 force field used for the rest of the simulation. The resulting topology files were verified using the parmchk utility in AmberTools13 to ensure there were no incomplete entries. The topologies generated using AmberTools13 were converted to GROMACS-compatible *.top files using the utility acpype, yielding a final topology for the modified residues with the requisite structural information: hydrogen types, C-H bond lengths, heavy atom bond lengths, bond angle ( ), GROMACS bond angle force ( ), dihedral partners ( , , , ), phase angle ( ) , GROMACS dihedral force constant ( ) and charges at pH 7.4. Topologies for standard residues and the protein were obtained through the GROMACS command pdb2gmx -f *.pdb -o *.gro -p *.top -water tip3p and interactive selection of the Amber03 force field, converting the PDB files output by Chimera into *.gro structure files for GROMACS. Incorporation of the modified residue topology was accomplished by using an #include flag in the whole-system topology file. The system was prepared with the command editconf -f *.gro -o *.gro -bt dodecahedron -d 1 | specifying a dodecahedral periodic box (-bt) with a distance (-d) of 1 nm between solvent molecules and box, yielding a periodic box with x, y and z vectors length 9.091 nm. This system was solvated using the command genbox -cp *.gro -cs tip3p.gro -o *.gro -p *.top, filling the box with 6386 preequilibrated TIP3P water molecules from tip3p.gro included with GROMACS, followed by automatic removal of any solvent molecules intruding into the protein/vdW radius of constituent atoms. System was neutralized using genion -s *.tpr -o *.gro -p *.top -neutral¸ replacing solvent molecules with sufficient Cl -or Na + ions for system neutralization. All molecular dynamics runs were performed using mdrun and GROMACS binary runtime *.rtp files generated by grompp. First, steepest descent energy minimization was performed, keeping all protein and ligand atoms restrained using the restraints generated by GROMACS in posre.itp files, then only the protein backbone was restrained for an additional steepest decent minimization run; both runs were performed until the next force step was too small to be calculated using single-precision floating point values. Constant pressure (NVT) equilibration was then performed for 200 ps with a timestep of 2 fs. Charge was described using the particlemesh Ewald (PME) method, with an interaction cutoff of 0.9, grid spacing of 0.12 and order 6; van der Waals interactions had a cut-off distance of 0.9. Temperature control was provided by a modified Berendsen thermostat (option tcoupl = v_rescale) with a reference temperature of 300 K and 0.1 ps timestep; the system was divided into coupling groups for solvent/non-solvent for improved temperature accuracy. Backbone was restrained using posre.itp and initial velocities were assigned from a Maxwell distribution. 200 ps of NPT equilibration with a 2 fs time step followed, using the same PME/vdW cutoffs. Pressure control was provided via the Parrinello-Rahman algorithm (pcoupl = parrinello-rahman) with tau_p = 2.0, compressibility = 4.5e-5, and ref_p = 1.0. The velocities from the proceeding NVT equilibration run were maintained. Production MD was performed under NPT conditions for 20 ns with a 2 fs time step, maintaining the velocities generated from NPT equilibration and LINCS constraints. The resulting MD trajectory file was used for the remaining calculations. The trajectory was corrected for periodic boundary conditions using trjconv -pbc mol -center, with all protein+ligand selected for centering. Conformation was obtained by extracting timesteps from the full trajectory with trjconv corresponding to energy minima as found using the MD *.edr energy file and g_energy. Hydrogen bonding was analyzed over the complete trajectory using g_hbond, to ensure only interchain hydrogen bonds were being analyzed, two groups were provided as command-line options to g_hbond corresponding to the atom number ranges for the ligand and protein and the program was restricted to only to calculating interactions between these two groups, precluding any intrachain hydrogen bonding from being calculated. RMSD values were calculated using g_rms following a least-squares fit of the system at each 2 fs timestep to the original CN/VIVIT crystal structure PDB file. Atomic distances were calculated by specifying the atom identifiers of interest in an index file and then using g_dist to calculate.
The SASA values were calculated using sasa plugin of vmd software with a probe radius of 1.4Å. The sasa plugin uses the Shrake-Rupley algorithm 12 which returns the solvent-accessible surface area of atoms in the selection using the assigned radius for each atom, extending each radius by probe radius to find the points on a sphere that are exposed to solvent. The SASA values were calculated for each step in the trajectory from which the mean and standard deviation were computed.
GFP-NFAT Translocation Assay. HeLa cells (7 × 10
4 ) that stably transfected with GFP-NFAT were seeded in 35-mm glass-bottom dishes. On the day of the experiment, the cells were first incubated for 2 h with 500 nM of R 11 -ZIZIT-cisPro, R 11 -VIVIT, or R 11 -VAVAA in the presence of full growth media. Afterwards, the cells were incubated with 1 M ionomycin containing phenol-red free DMEM supplemented with 2% FBS. Time-lapse live-cell confocal microscopic imaging of cells was performed using Visitech Infinity 3 HAWK confocal microscopy with 60× oil objective. The same imaging parameters were used for nuclear fluorescence intensity quantifications (MetaMorph). Figure S3 . Binding (or lack of binding) of FITC-labeled ZIZIT-cisPro (100 nM) to five arbitrarily chosen proteins [bovine serum album (BSA), protein-tyrosine phosphatases 1B (PTP1B) and SHP1, small GTPase K-Ras G12V, and the Grb2 SH 2 domain] as assayed by fluorescence anisotropy. Figure S4 . RMSD values generated by the GROMACS program "g_rms" following a leastsquares fit of calcineurin bound with ZIZIT-cisPro structure over the 20 ns MD trajectory to the crystal structure of a calcineurin-VIVIT complex (pdbID: 2P6B). 
